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Established in 1992, Education Africa pins its focus on providing Poverty alleviation 
through Education. The organisation was founded by humanitarian and social 
entrepreneur James Urdang, and our programmes creatively focus on improving 
education quality and access, thereby providing a multitude of educational and skills-
building opportunities for disadvantaged South Africans.

We support our nation’s most vulnerable citizens, from toddlers to adulthood, with an aim of impacting whole 

communities throughout all nine provinces of South Africa. Our small team has made a notable difference, 

directly impacting tens of thousands of beneficiaries over the course of three decades and indirectly impacting 

over one million more! Our ongoing programmes include:

  Early Childhood Development (ECD): Our Teach the Teacher programme provides a free South Africa 

Qualifications Authority (SAQA) National Qualification Framework (NQF) Level 4 training programme to 

selected educators from poor communities so that they can become qualified to ensure learning success 

for pre-schoolers.

  International Arts & Culture:This Project provides children access to traditional musical instruction using 

marimbas and djembe drums.

  Masibambane College:This independent Anglican Diocesan School founded and built by Education Africa 

is a high-performance school offering quality education in the impoverished township of Orange Farm.

EDUCATION AFRICA
PROJECT PORTFOLIO

ECD

International Arts & Culture

Masimbambane College
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  University of South Africa (Unisa) Business Certificates: Making 

tertiary education more accessible for students in rural and 

township areas via distance-learning using an ICT platform.

  The Walter Sisulu Scholarship Fund: We have awarded nearly  

4 000 scholarships to students from primary school through to 

tertiary education level. 

  Social Architecture: Architecture students from international 

universities are invited to design and construct pre-schools in South 

Africa’s poor communities using sustainable materials.

  South African Model United Nations (SAMUN): A programme focused on developing leadership skills by 

providing the nation’s only truly national model UN high school debating experience for cognitive development 

and social cohesion. 

University of South Africa (Unisa) Business Certificates Social Architecture

SAMUN

“WHAT I LOVE MOST ABOUT 
EDUCATION AFRICA IS 
THEIR PASSION FOR YOUNG 
PEOPLE; THEIR PASSION FOR 
CREATING FUTURE LEADERS 
OF SOUTH AFRICA.” Boitomelo 
Likhethe (SAMUN alumni)www.educationafrica.org

http://www.educationafrica.org
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This project revolves around the Marimba, a keyboard percussion instrument also known 
as the African Xylophone. The marimba consists of sets of wooden bars which are struck 
with rubber mallets to create music. 

Our passion for teaching music to disadvantaged communities using this instrument has over the years 

evolved into a large scale, five-dimensional project consisting of the following:

  Marimba Hubs: The establishing and monitoring of Marimba Hubs. A Marimba Hub is a central venue, 

usually a school or community centre, which is easily accessible for surrounding schools. Education Africa 

establishes these Hubs (we currently have 18) in poor communities. The Hubs are equipped with marimbas, 

djembe drums and teaching support resources to enable the teaching of marimbas to large groups (up to 

33 learners at the same time) using a unique methodology developed by Joan Lithgow, Education Africa’s 

Marimba Specialist. Educators from the schools, community centres and surrounding areas are trained 

from scratch to teach marimbas in the Marimba Hubs in a 40-hour training course. Thereafter, Education 

Africa’s marimba team visits the Marimba Hubs on a regular basis to offer assistance to the marimba 

educators to ensure the methodology is implemented and that the learners are fully engaged in the learning 

process. Ongoing upskilling group workshops are usually offered three times a year.

  Education Africa International Marimba & Steelpan Festival: We undertake the organisation and execution 

of our annual live Education Africa International Marimba & Steelpan Festival, a two-day event which brings 

together over 2 000 musicians from around the world to participate in competitions, guest performances 

and educational workshops. Due to COVID-19 we moved our Festival to a virtual platform in 2020 and 

2021. When it is safe to resume live festivals, we will hold both a live and a virtual Festival each year.

  Education Africa Virtual International Marimba & Steelpan Festival: Education Africa hosts, organises and 

executes the production of the Education Africa Virtual International Marimba & Steelpan Festival. Since 

entries are submitted to us in video format we have been able to attract entries from throughout the world. 

INTRODUCTION
EDUCATION AFRICA’S INTERNATIONAL ARTS & CULTURE PROJECT

Marimba Hubs

International Marimba & Steelpan Festival
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We combine all these entries into various competition categories which are compiled into 13 episodes and 

are shown on Facebook and YouTube. It was due to the success of our first such event in 2020 that we took 

the decision to turn this into an annual event. 

  Sounds of Celebration Concert: Education Africa is responsible for the organisation and execution of “Sounds 

of Celebration”, our annual fundraising initiative which supports the ongoing growth and sustainability of our 

18 Marimba Hubs. The concert is an ensemble of young South Africans celebrating social cohesion through 

music – an inspiring, in-theatre event which brings together young people from all walks in life, honouring their 

cultural heritage and unique musical talents on a range of instruments including marimbas, steelpans, string 

ensembles and pipe bands. In 2021 we took the concert online, creating a global social cohesion concert 

featuring artists from around the world which enabled a global audience to participate. 

  International Arts & Culture Tours: Education Africa undertakes the organisation of International Arts & 

Culture Tours for selected bands from our Marimba Hubs, and the training of these bands for such tours. 

This project aims at providing opportunities for learners from impoverished, underprivileged communities 

to go on an Arts & Culture tour to experience different cultures, countries and languages. We aim to give the 

learners an opportunity to perform in front of a global audience.

Sounds of Celebration Concert

International Arts & Culture Tours

Massed performance at Virtual Festival

INTERNATIONAL 

ARTS &  

CULTURE  

PORTFOLIO

MARIMBA HUBS SOUNDS OF  
CELEBRATION  

CONCERT

INTERNATIONAL 
ARTS & CULTURE 

TOURS

VIRTUAL 
INTERNATIONAL 

MARIMBA & 
STEELPAN FESTIVAL

LIVE INTERNATIONAL 
MARIMBA & STEELPAN 

FESTIVAL
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Through its International Arts & Culture Project, Education Africa assists communities 
in establishing Marimba Hubs that can operate as artistic sanctuaries for disadvantaged 
and/or disabled children and youth.

In the communities where our Hubs are located, children generally have poor educational options and 

are faced with countless obstacles that interfere with daily life. Opportunities to participate in cultural 

or academic enrichment programming are severely limited for children growing up in under-resourced 

communities, and even more so for children with disabilities. Through this project, we endeavour to establish 

safe and inclusive environments where children can experience the joy of creating music and develop self-

confidence by learning a new skill. It is our hope that having a meaningful, creative activity in children’s lives 

will give them hope for a better future.

Education Africa’s 18 Marimba Hubs support over 1 100 direct beneficiaries under normal conditions – 65% 

of whom are female and approximately 260 of whom are disabled (three of our Marimba Hubs specifically 

support children with disabilities). Although the personal and socio-economic backgrounds of children 

participating in our Marimba Hubs vary dependent on location, their challenges are often very similar. For 

instance, our 2019 monitoring and evaluation surveys administered by the Boys and Girls Club of South 

Africa indicated that, on average:

• 33% of participating children do not have enough food to eat

• 18% of children report that an adult has hurt them

• 28% of children have seen someone being shot, stabbed, or attacked 

As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic which plunged South Africans into a government-enforced lockdown, 

the situation for our beneficiaries would have worsened. However, we are delighted to report that since the 

beginning of 2021 we have increased the attendance at our Marimba Hubs by 25%. While COVID restrictions 

have made it difficult for all the children to attend every week, we are nevertheless pleased that more 

children are benefiting from the programme even though it may be on a less regular basis. 

BACKGROUND TO OUR 18 EDUCATION AFRICA MARIMBA HUBS

 “I FELT BAD WHEN 
THE PRESIDENT 
ANNOUNCED 
SCHOOL CLOSURES 
BECAUSE I WAS NOT 
GOING TO BE ABLE 
TO PLAY. SOMETIMES 
I WOULD CALL 
MY FRIENDS AND 
SHARE OUR PAIN OF 
MISSING OUT ON 
PLAYING MARIMBA. 
I WOULD DREAM 
ABOUT PLAYING 
MARIMBA.” 
Learner from one of our 
Marimba Hubs
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The following organograms illustrate the detailed lived experience of the Marimba Hubs programme:

WHAT IS THE ACTUAL 
LIVED EXPERIENCE OF THE

marimba
hubs 

project?

AFFIRMATION

SUCCESS

EDUCATION CHALLENGES

MOTIVATION

HERITAGE

INCLUSIVITY

PERFORMANCE

HERITAGE

RECORDING MARIMBA
MUSIC ON VIDEOHISTORY 

OF MARIMBA METHODS OF 
TEACHING MARIMBA 

ORAL/AURAL
TRADITION

PRESERVATION  
OF NEW MUSIC 

COMPOSED FOR  
THE MARIMBA

RECORDING 
MARIMBA MUSIC 

ON CD

RECORDING 
MARIMBA MUSIC IN 
GRAPHIC NOTATION

PRESERVATION OF “TRADITIONAL 
MARIMBA” MUSIC 

PERFORMANCE

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

MUSIC

AUDIENCE
RECOGNITION 

PERFORMANCE 
IN  DIFFERENT 

VENUES 

AUDIENCE 
DEVELOPMENT

MARIMBAS

PEER RECOGNITION
TEACHER 

RECOGNITION

TEAM
EFFORT

 Structures based on the organograms designed by Gerard Van De Greer
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AFFIRMATION

PEERS

PERFORMANCE

SELF-CONFIDENCE

NO “A” OR “B” TEAM 
ONLY AN “A” TEAM

DEVELOPMENT OF EMPATHY FOR OTHERS

TEACHER

TEAM
EFFORT

AUDIENCE

FAMILY

FRIENDS

LEADERSHIP

SELF-ESTEEM

MOTIVATION

MARIMBA INSTRUMENT

EXPERIENCE RECOGNITION

SOUND OF 
MARIMBAS

FRIENDS

SOUNDS OF 
CELEBRATION

CONCERTS

FESTIVALS BOTH 
LIVE AND VIRTUAL

ENGAGEMENT

AUDIENCE

PARTICIPATION

PERFORMING

TRAVEL ON 
EDUCATION AFRICA 
OVERSEAS TOURS 

CHALLENGES

RECORD KEEPING

REPERTOIRE

LEARNING 
PARTS AND  

PIECES

COMMITMENT

REGULAR
ATTENDANCE

RECOGNITION OF 
LETTERS OF THE 

ALPHABET

ANXIETY

RECALL

CONCENTRATING PUNCTUALITY

 Structures based on the organograms designed by Gerard Van De Greer
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education

CONCENTRATION
IS IMPROVED RADICALLY 

LITERACY AND 
RECOGINITION  

OF THE LETTERS OF 
THE ALPHABET

CROSSING OF THE 
MID-LINE ALL THE TIME

KINAESTHETIC 
KNOWLEDGE

USE OF DUMMY KEYBOARDS ALLEVIATES 
ALL DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS

BOTH SIDES OF  
BRAIN EXERCISED 

ALL THE TIME

GRAPHIC 
NOTATION

OBSERVATION

IMITATION

LISTENING SKILLS 
GREATLY ENHANCED

LANGUAGE 
DEVELOPMENT 

THROUGH SINGING

MUSICAL 
KNOWLEDGE

AURAL TRAINING 
SKILLS DEVELOPED

SCIENCE OF SOUND
EXPLORED

FINE AND GROSS MOTOR 
COORDINATION SKILLS 

DEVELOPED
EASY AND DIFFICULT PARTS 

TO SUIT ALL ABILITIES

WITH DUMMY KEYBOARDS ALL ARE 
FOCUSED THROUGHOUT THE LESSON

INCLUSIVITY
MENTALLY 

CHALLENGED 
INDIVIDUALS ARE 

ABLE TO PLAY

OLD AND YOUNG 
PLAY MARIMBAS: 

NO AGE LIMIT

DEAF INDIVIDUALS CAN PLAY 
MARIMBAS

ANYONE CAN PLAY. YOU DO NOT NEED 
TO BE ABLE TO READ MUSIC

MUSIC USED FOR 
MARIMBAS COMES 

FROM ALL CULTURES 
AND MUSIC GENRES

INDIVIDUALS WITH 
POOR FINE MOTOR 

COORDINATION ARE 
ABLE TO PLAY 

BOYS AND GIRLS PLAY  
MARIMBAS: IT IS “COOL” TO PLAY

MENTALLY AND 
PHYSICALLY 

CHALLENGED 
PLAYERS CAN PLAY 

ALONGSIDE ABLE 
PLAYERS

OLD AND YOUNG 
CAN PLAY WITH 

EACH OTHER
BLIND INDIVIDUALS 

CAN PLAY MARIMBAS

INDIVIDUALS IN 
WHEEL CHAIRS 

CAN PLAY

INDIVIDUALS WITH 
LACK OF DEXTERITY IN 

FINGERS CAN PLAY 

PARTS FOR ALL 
ABILITIES

SLOW LEARNERS  
ARE ABLE TO PLAY

SUCCESS

PERFORMANCE FOR 
AN AUDIENCE

SELF-SATISFACTION
LEARNING 

NEW SKILLS

ACHIEVEMENT 
WHEN A NEW PART 

 IS LEARNT

AUDIENCE REACTION

COLLABORATION

INTEGRAL 
PART OF A 

TEAM

CONFIDENCE

SELF-DISCOVERY

 Structures based on the organograms designed by Gerard Van De Greer
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“PARTICIPATING IN THE 
FESTIVAL ENCOURAGES 
THE CHILDREN TO 
EXPERIENCE THE PURE 
JOY OF MAKING MUSIC 
WITH OTHERS. IT IS A 
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE 
BOTH FROM THE 
PERFORMANCE POINT 
AND THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO LEARN NEW SKILLS 
AT THE VARIOUS 
WORKSHOPS. OUR FIRST 
BAND PRACTICE EACH 
YEAR STARTS WITH ‘ARE 
WE GOING TO FESTIVAL 
THIS YEAR?’”
Marimba educator

Background to the Education Africa International Marimba & Steelpan Festival – the 
largest festival of its kind in the world!

The Education Africa International Marimba & Steelpan Festival has been the highlight of schools and 

institutions around South Africa and beyond since 2012 when this Festival was launched.  The inaugural 

Festival had just over 1 000 participants from most of South Africa’s 9 provinces, as well as a band from 

Seattle in the USA and a workshop presenter from Germany.

CHAPTER 1:
EDUCATION AFRICA VIRTUAL INTERNATIONAL MARIMBA & 
STEELPAN FESTIVAL

Live Festival
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“IT WAS LOVELY TO 
SEE PEOPLE FROM 
ACROSS THE GLOBE, 
SOME WHO MIGHT NOT 
HAVE BEEN ABLE TO 
ATTEND IN PERSON 
DUE TO LOGISTICAL 
CONSTRAINTS.” 
Marimba educator

We have been hosting this event annually since 2012 and take great pride in the fact that this Festival has grown 

exponentially. In 2019 (our last “live” Festival) we had over 2 000 participants from South Africa, Nigeria, Botswana  

and Zimbabwe, with adjudicators from South Africa, USA and Zambia.

When the Covid pandemic disrupted “life as we know it”, Education Africa was left no choice but to cancel the 

live Festival in 2020. However, at Education Africa we believe that one needs to be flexible and be able to adapt 

to one’s changing environment. Literally, we stand firm to the notion that “The show must go on!” 

So we introduced the first ever Education Africa Virtual International Marimba & Steelpan Festival, and based 

on lessons learned, we have compiled this learning report.

SPECIALLY 
COMMISSIONED 
COMPOSITION

LIVE  

INTERNATIONAL 

MARIMBA & 

STEELPAN 

FESTIVAL 

2019

262 PERFORMANCES

90 FRINGE EVENTS

MASSED  
PERFORMANCE

82 PARTICIPATING 
INSTITUTIONS FROM 

4 COUNTRIES

21 BAND COMPETITON 
CATEGORIES

5 COMPOSERS 
COMPETED  

IN 3 COMPOSITION 
COMPETITION 
CATEGORIES

OVER 2 000 PARTICIPANTS

6 ADJUDICATORS  
FROM 3 COUNTRIES
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Not one to sit around and wait, 
Education Africa innovated before 
South Africa was even put on their 
first lockdown at the end of March 
2020. We could see that “the writing 
was on the wall” and we were not 
going to be left behind. 

A virtual festival was conceptualised, 

proposed, discussed and debated with 

various stakeholders who had supported the 

live Festival in the past. Within weeks of the 

COVID-19 Pandemic hitting South Africa we 

had put together a blueprint for the Education 

Africa Virtual International Marimba & Steelpan 

Festival, and on 1 June 2020 we launched the 

Virtual Festival website and began marketing 

the event throughout the world.

LESSON 1:
WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU LEMONS, MAKE LEMONADE

Planning the Virtual Festival
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COVID-19 had given us the opportunity to broaden our bases in a variety of ways:

  We could now involve marimba and steelpan bands world-wide who could never travel the long distances to 

South Africa for our live Festivals.

  We could increase our competition categories to include solo marimba, steelpan, xylophone and 

vibraphone competitions. Education Africa has been wanting to do this for some time at the live event, but 

due to logistical reasons it has always been just a dream!

  We were able to produce a multi-screened massed item featuring many of the participants in the Festival. 

LESSON 2:
GRAB THAT OPPORTUNITY WITH BOTH HANDS

International bands

virtual  

INTERNATIONAL 

MARIMBA & 

STEELPAN 

FESTIVAL 

2020

141 PERFORMANCES

SPECIALLY 
COMMISSIONED 
COMPOSITION

5 ADJUDICATORS 
FROM 3 COUNTRIES

SPECIALLY 
COMMISSIONED 
COMPOSITION

 5 SOLOISTS 
COMPETED IN 2 

SOLO COMPETITION 
CATEGORIES

MASSED PERFORMANCE 
IN FORM OF  

MULTI-SCREEN VIDEO

5 COMPOSERS COMPETED 
IN  3 COMPOSITION 

COMPETITION CATEGORIES

677 PARTICIPANTS

5 ADJUDICATORS  
FROM 3 COUNTRIES
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When we look at the number of performances, participants, bands and institutions who 
submitted entries in the first Virtual Festival, it is apparent that the numbers are lower 
than those who participated at the last live Festival in 2019.  

However, we are confident that as the Virtual Festival grows in stature and gets a following, it will grow in the 

same way as the “live” Festival did. Category entries for the 2021 Festival have almost doubled what we had 

last year and participants have almost tripled. 

Based on this and the success of the first Virtual Festival, we have decided to hold both a virtual and a live 

festival once Covid restrictions are lifted in South Africa, with the plan to hold the live Festival at the end of July 

and the Virtual Festival in November of each year. We look forward to this, but for 2021 – due to the ongoing 

Covid-19 pandemic – it will be the Virtual Festival only.

LESSON 3:
FROM SMALL BEGINNINGS COME GREAT THINGS

“ONE LEARNER, WHO HAS PARTICIPATED IN 8 LIVE 
FESTIVALS, HAS STATED [THAT] THIS YEAR WAS HIS BEST. 
I BELIEVE THAT AFTER THE MONTHS OF LOCKDOWN, THE 
PARTICIPANTS WHO WERE ABLE TO JOIN THEIR PROGRAMME 
AGAIN ARRIVED WITH AN ENERGY, ENTHUSIASM AND 
COMMITMENT NOT ALWAYS EXPERIENCED BEFORE. THE 
VIRTUAL FESTIVAL CAME AT A TIME WHERE WE WERE 
ALL GRAPPLING WITH HOW TO FIND CONNECTION WITH 
OUR BENEFICIARIES. THIS PROVED TO BE A WONDERFUL 
BLESSING FOR ALL INVOLVED.” Marimba educator
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Due to the wonders of technology everyone is capable of being interconnected and  
this was evident at the Education Africa Virtual International Marimba & Steelpan 
Festival 2020.

We sent out over 2 000 invitations to like-minded people from all corners of the world and we are delighted to 

report that 7 countries participated in our first Virtual Festival.

LESSON 4:
IT’S A SMALL, SMALL WORLD

“DURING COVID IT HAS BEEN VERY HARD TO PARTICIPATE IN 
PERFORMANCES AND MUSICAL COMPETITIONS, SO HAVING 
THE OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE MUSIC WITH A LARGER GROUP 
OF PEOPLE WAS VERY ENGAGING AND EXCITING TO BE A 
PART OF.” Marimba educator

Virtual Festival

1ST VIRTUAL  

INTERNATIONAL 

MARIMBA &  

STEELPAN FESTIVAL  

2020 DEMO-

GRAPHICS

UNITED KINGDOM

USA

JAPAN

ZIMBABWE

AUSTRALIA

SOUTH AFRICA

SAINT LUCIA
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In a world where interconnectivity is now paramount to obtaining information, access to 
the internet is taken for granted in first world countries and is one of the many “divides” 
that define poorer third world countries.  

Research has shown that as of 2020, more than half of the global population is connected to the internet.

Of the seven countries who took part in the 2020 Virtual Festival, the following percentages apply to the 

populations who have access to the internet:

As a result of the very low percentage of internet 

accessibility due primarily to costs associated with 

data in South Africa, Education Africa provided data 

packages to a number of disadvantaged bands to 

enable them to view themselves perform in the 

Virtual Festival. In addition, we provided a small meal for each of the participants on the day.

LESSON 5:
DATA IS THE NEW GOLD

UK                   96%

JAPAN               92%

AUSTRALIA                   88%

USA                    85%

ZIMBABWE               65%

SOUTH AFRICA                  56%

SAINT LUCIA                        51%

“THIS WAS AN AMAZING 
OPPORTUNITY FOR 
PLAYERS TO CONTINUE 
DEVELOPING THEIR 
SKILLS AND REHEARSE 
TOGETHER DESPITE 
THE PREVAILING 
PANDEMIC CONDITIONS. 
PERFORMING ON 
AN INTERNATIONAL 
PLATFORM FROM OUR 
HOME BASE IN SOUTH 
AFRICA IS THE ULTIMATE 
EXPERIENCE FOR 
YOUNG SOUTH AFRICAN 
MUSICIANS.” 
Marimba educator

72% OF THE VIEWERS CHOSE 
TO WATCH THE VIRTUAL 

FESTIVAL ON YOUTUBE AND 
28% ON FACEBOOK.

Watching their performance
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LESSON 6:
A HOLISTIC EXPERIENCE

“FROM THE FIRST TIME 
I GOT TRAINED IN 2019 
I GAINED INTEREST 
AND LOVE FOR THE 
INSTRUMENT, SO 
PERFORMING IN THE 
EDUCATION AFRICA 
INTERNATIONAL 
MARIMBA & STEELPAN 
FESTIVAL BECAME MY 
BIGGEST GOAL.” 
Marimba educator

2%

2%

2%

9%

34%

34%

53%

66%

79%

“The fact that children can make beautiful music is less significant than the fact that 
music can make beautiful children” – Cheryl Lavender 

Playing in a marimba or steelpan ensemble is so much more than just playing music.  It is a holistic experience. 

The famous music educator Shinichi Suzuki said, “Teaching music is not my main purpose. I want to make good 

citizens. If children hear fine music from the day of their birth and learn to play it, they develop sensitivity, discipline and 

endurance. They get a beautiful heart.”

When asked why participants enjoyed playing in a marimba band, an independent survey revealed the following:

WHY DO YOU ENJOY PLAYING MARIMBA?

 Relaxes me

 Improves my memory

 Boosts my creativity

 Improves my language and spelling ability

 Keeps me busy after school

 Improves my listening skills

 Makes me feel confident and good about myself

 Fun thing to do with friends

 Good musical skill
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Through consultation and feedback, we learnt many lessons about what works and what 
doesn’t in the Virtual Festival.

We learnt the following:

  Participants loved the variety of categories they could take part in.

  Participants loved seeing themselves performing and being able to view themselves over and over again.

  Participants appreciated the fact that despite the world-wide pandemic, Education Africa went the extra mile 

to provide a performance platform for marimba and steelpan bands as well as soloists and composers where 

live performances were not possible.

  Social cohesion (which is the cornerstone of all our Arts & Culture projects) is possible even virtually! 

  It is possible to make new friends and contacts via Zoom.

  Almost all our participants would recommend the Virtual Festival to their friends and colleagues.

  Almost all our participants indicated that their expectations of the Virtual Festival were met.

  The Virtual Festival was a successful and engaging global stage which saw the participation of more 

international countries compared with the Live Festival in 2019. This can be attributed to the use of ICT 

platforms which afforded participants the opportunity to view from anywhere in the world.

LESSON 7:
MISTAKES TEACH US – THROUGH ANALYSIS AND FEEDBACK – ABOUT WHAT WORKS AND WHAT DOESN’T

“IT WAS FASCINATING  
TO BE ABLE TO 
PARTICIPATE FROM 
ANYWHERE IN THE 
WORLD.” 
Marimba educator
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  Learners articulated that playing marimbas is a good musical skill and a fun activity to do with their friends. 

This finding reinforces the contribution made by Education Africa in keeping learners occupied and safe.

  Most participants value marimbas as an important instrument indigenous to the African culture. To be able to 

play the instrument adds so much value and relevance and upholds their African cultural heritage.

  The Virtual Festival provided a successful opportunity for most learners and participants to explore the ICT 

environment in making and sharing music.

  The virtual event was well-programmed and participants appreciated the quality and quantity of performances, 

as well as other logistical aspects such as access to information prior to the event and the registration process.

IN ADDITION, WE LEARNT THAT:

  Participants who had experienced the live Festival still preferred the personal interaction offered by the live 

Festival, but nevertheless appreciated the Virtual Festival under the circumstances.

  Participants want more communication around the adjudication processes of the Virtual Festival to ensure 

that it is understood by participants and to ensure that it is fully transparent. 

  We need to consistently review and strengthen our marketing strategy to reach a greater level of participation 

and a greater audience. 

  We need to consider including other engaging content and not repeat the introductory material in every 

episode of the Virtual Festival.

“THE EDUCATION AFRICA 
VIRTUAL INTERNATIONAL 
MARIMBA & STEELPAN 
FESTIVAL PROVIDED A 
GREAT OPPORTUNITY 
FOR OUR YOUNG 
MARIMBA PLAYERS TO 
BECOME AWARE OF 
MARIMBA PLAYING ON 
A GLOBAL SCALE, AND A 
WONDERFUL STIMULUS 
FOR THEM TO PERFORM 
DESPITE PANDEMIC 
RESTRICTIONS.” 
Marimba educator
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Background to the annual Education Africa social cohesion concert: Sounds of Celebration

For close on a decade Education Africa and the Sydenham Shul have partnered to co-host the Sounds of 

Celebration concerts held at the Theatre of Marcellus at Emperors Palace, a world-class venue. The concerts 

are the culmination of an annual fundraising effort between Education Africa and the Jewish community 

through Sydenham Shul to support the ongoing sustainability and growth of the 18 Education Africa Marimba 

Hubs. The concert features a large ensemble of young South Africans and a few professional musicians 

celebrating social cohesion through music around a theme. This inspiring event brings together young people 

from all walks of life, honouring their cultural heritage and unique musical talents on a range of instruments 

including marimbas, steelpans, string ensembles, Scottish pipe bands and so much more. Dancers and 

vocalists are also featured, promising magical entertainment.

Fortunately for Education Africa, our Sounds of Celebration VII in 2020 took place on 24 and 25 February - one 

month before lockdown in South Africa was affected. 

CHAPTER 2
ONLINE SOUNDS OF CELEBRATION CONCERT

Massed performance in live Sounds of Celebration

“THANK YOU FOR A 
WONDERFUL EVENING. 
WHAT A FANTASTIC 
GATHERING OF 
DIVERSE TALENTED 
PEOPLE DEVOTED 
TO A SINGLE CAUSE. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
ON HAVING THE 
FORTITUDE AND 
DETERMINATION TO 
MAKE IT ALL HAPPEN 
YEAR AFTER YEAR 
BRINGING TOGETHER 
YOUNG LEARNERS AND 
TEACHING THEM THE 
JOY OF MUSIC MAKING.” 
Audience member
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“THANKS FOR THIS ‘OUT 
OF THIS WORLD’ SHOW. A 
NIGHT WELL SPENT.” 
Ekurhuleni Arts and Culture 
Education Department

“LAST NIGHT’S CONCERT 
WAS AN EXPLOSIVE 
PERFORMANCE. MY 
WIFE IS PREGNANT …. MY 
26-WEEK-OLD UNBORN 
CHILD WAS KICKING 
AND DANCING TO THE 
MARIMBAS ALL NIGHT” 
Audience member
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Online Sounds of Celebration Concert 

2021 would be different, however, and in the latter half of 2020 we started planning an online Sounds of 

Celebration Concert. Driven by social innovation and committed to Making real change Happen, Education 

Africa made a commitment that “the show must go on” and that in fact it would be scaled to include a 

global audience and international participants. 

Tickets were sold through an online platform, and the online Sounds of Celebration VIII concert was 

presented to the world on 24 May 2021 with additional on-demand viewing for one week. The show was 

presented and directed by David Bloch, International Creative Director, Show Producer and Education 

Africa Patron. Joan Lithgow, Education Africa’s Marimba Specialist was the Music Director.
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ONLINE SOUNDS 

OF CELEBRATION 

VIII CONCERT

IISIMUNYEII

IIWE ARE ONEII

220 PERFORMERS

4 EDUCATION 
AFRICA MARIMBA 

HUBS

2 AWARD 
WINNING 

PRESENTERS

8 COUNTRIES 
REPRESENTED

2 GRAMMY 
AWARD WINNING 

PARTICIPANTS

18 CONCERT ITEMS

SOCIAL 
COHESION

INCLUSIVITY TOLERANCE

NATION BUILDING
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Education Africa believes in collaborating with people who share our vision 
and support our mission statement:

“Educate • Equip • Empower”

“Making real change Happen” by providing “Poverty alleviation through Education”

Education Africa, in partnership with the Sydenham Shul have collaborated for the past eight years on a 

fundraising campaign “Sounds of Celebration” to support the sustainability of the Education Africa Marimba 

Hubs project. Together we have been able to not only sustain our existing Hubs; in the past few years we have 

been able to scale into 18 sustainable Hubs with 35 Educators teaching over 1 100 children in these Hubs. 

The “Sounds of Celebration” concert is the highlight of the annual fundraising campaign and marks the end of 

a year of fundraising.

Collaboration is also an integral part of the Concert, and this was evident this year as for the first time ever, 

thanks to the wonders of technology, we were able to have two hosts for the event – one based in South Africa 

and one in Dubai. In addition (again thanks to technology), thirteen out of the eighteen concert items were 

collaborations between performers based in different parts of the world.

LESSON 1:
 “ALONE WE CAN DO SO LITTLE; TOGETHER WE CAN DO SO MUCH.” – Helen Keller 

“IT WAS WONDERFUL TO SEE CAST MEMBERS 
FROM DIFFERENT COUNTRIES... WE GOT TO TASTE 
COLLABORATION OF SOUTH AFRICAN AND OTHER 
COUNTRIES’ MUSIC.” Online audience member
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ONLINE SOUNDS 

OF CELEBRATION 

VIII CONCERT

Collaborations

MALAIKA
Wouter Kellermann & John Wesley 

Community Centre Marimba Band (SA)

FEELINGS BEYOND
Pops Mohamed and Gregory 

Maqoma (SA) with Nina Oud (UAE)

HOMELESS
Ladysmith Black Mambazo, 

Dominican School for Deaf Children 
& Goede Hoop Marimba Bands (SA)

PRESENTERS
David Bloch (SA) and Layla Kardan (Dubai)

UNITY
The Solomon Brothers (Israel) & 
Full Sounds of Celebration cast

HAVA NAGILAH
Gad Elbaz (USA) & King David 

Linksfield, Masibambane College & 
John Wesley Community Centre (SA)

TO DREAM THE IMPOSSIBLE  
DREAM

Neville Smith & Yudi Cohen (SA)

WELLERMAN SEA SHANTY
Vienna Boys Choir (Austria) & 

Masibambane College Marimba Band 
(SA)

THE CLICK SONG
Justin Wilman (UK), King David 

Linksfield & Masibambane College 
Marimba Bands (SA)

WHERE IS THE LOVE?
Katiso Motaung & St Dominic’s 

Boksburg Steel Band (SA)

I’M A CHILD OF SOUTH AFRICA
Goede Hoop Marimba Band &  

poetry performers from St Dominic’s 
Boksburg (SA)

ADON OLAM
Choni G with King David Linksfield and John 

Wesley Community Centre Marimba Bands (SA)

JERUSALEMA
Masibambane College,  

John Wesley Community Centre &
King David Linksfield  Marimba Bands (SA)

WAKA WAKA
Goede Hoop Marimba Band (SA) 

and Queen Victoria Pipe Band 
Drummers (Scotland) 
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“Our creative approach to the Sounds of Celebration VIII Online Concert will be to create a 
visually exciting, dynamic and bold broadcast for our viewers. It is important to make the 
shift from thinking of this event as a traditional ‘live’, in-person event to what effectively 
will be a packaged television broadcast to be streamed online.” – David Bloch

David Bloch, a Patron and long-time friend of Education Africa, is an award-winning giant in the entertainment 

industry - both locally and abroad. He is an internationally recognised producer and the obvious choice to be 

appointed as the Director of Sounds of Celebration VIII. His extensive working knowledge and experience with 

his company, David Bloch International in video, sound and stage production, and an impeccable reputation 

and connections with local and international artists enabled Sounds of Celebration to become a world-class 

online concert. We could not have done this without his vision and creativity.

LESSON 2:
“IF I HAVE SEEN FURTHER, IT IS BY STANDING ON THE SHOULDERS OF GIANTS.” – Isaac Newton  

David Bloch

“THROUGH SHOWING 
THE MANY ASPECTS OF 
MUSIC BY INCLUDING 
A DIVERSE TEAM 
OF MUSICIANS, THE 
CONCERT PROVED THAT 
WE TRULY ARE ONE.” 
Audience member
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Social cohesion is the cornerstone of the Sounds of Celebration concerts as it brings 
together a diverse group of people who are united by their love of collaborative music 
to celebrate various cultural heritages as well as unique musical talents. The online 
viewers appreciated the value of social cohesion in action which celebrated cultural 
diversity and unity, living up to the theme of the Concert: “Simunye” an isiZulu word 
meaning “We are one”.

LESSON 3:
‘’ANY NEW TECHNOLOGY THAT HELPS CONNECT AND CREATE SOCIAL COHESION IS GREAT’’ – Peter Gruber  

IT WAS INTERESTING 
TO SEE THE WAY LOCAL 
MUSICIANS WERE 
BLENDED WITH THE 
INTERNATIONAL STARS.” 
Online Audience member
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Based on our findings, the Online Concert achieved social cohesion not only locally in South Africa, but 

also internationally.  For example: we had our Masibambane College marimba band performing with the 

internationally acclaimed Vienna Boys Choir from Austria. The City of Vienna funded Phase 1 of Masibambane 

College’s construction and it was exciting and fitting to have these two institutions (one only 25 years old and 

the other 523 years old) performing together. You can view this awesome collaboration here. 

Social cohesion is not something that happens organically. It needs to be facilitated and nurtured and 

encouraged at every possible opportunity.  This is at the forefront of all Education Africa’s projects and 

particularly in all our Arts and Culture projects.  We are constantly on the lookout for opportunities to bring 

our various Hubs together in creative spaces such as the Sounds of Celebration concerts and the annual 

International Marimba and Steelpan Festivals.

 In an attempt to capture the extent to which social cohesion was displayed in the performances, all respondents 

in our audience survey were asked whether they felt the performances spoke to the theme of the 2021 Online 

Sounds of Celebration Concert (“Simunye-We are One”). Survey findings show that (81%) of respondents 

agreed that the performances spoke to the theme which is a determinant of social cohesion brought about by 

the performances. 

“MUSIC BRINGS US TOGETHER TO BE ONE. WE ARE ONE 
PEOPLE WHEN IT COMES TO HUMANITY, WE MIGHT SPEAK 
DIFFERENT LANGUAGES, BE IN DIFFERENT TIME ZONES BUT 
WE ARE ALL HUMAN...AND HUMANS FEEL AND NEED LOVE 
AND RESPECT.” Audience member

“THE CONCERT GAVE 
US PERFORMANCES OF 
DIFFERENT KINDS OF 
MUSIC FROM DIFFERENT 
ARTIST IN ONE CONCERT 
WHICH REPRESENTED 
BRINGING TOGETHER 
DIFFERENT PEOPLE.”  
Audience member

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AnGtZ6pCKQ0&list=PLb7XI3rW2kI1BdkckD58oR4awcR6XBIWQ
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The quality of performances was excellent.  Each of the performing groups were well-
prepared and except for one group who submitted a very shaky video that could not be fully 
utilized in the collaborations, we were delighted with both the standard of performances 
as well as the video presentations of all our overseas performers.

The local performers were extremely well-rehearsed and the technical and design team under David Bloch 

ensured an amazing production of a high standard.  The programme was adventurous and exciting 

and featured a great deal of variety.  The clever collaborations with videos submitted from 

our overseas friends resulted in a production of a higher standard than we ever dreamed 

possible. 

When we asked a sample of the viewers if their expectations were met, a vast majority 

- 90% of the sample - indicated that their expectations were met.

One of the many collaborations was a piece entitled “Feelings Beyond” composed and 

performed by Pops Mohamed – a living legend from South Africa playing the Kora, an 

African harp. Nina Oud from Dubai on her oud, a short-necked lute-typed Middle Eastern 

instrument added some colourful improvisations and award-winning South African dancer and 

choreographer, Greg Maqoma interpreted this beautiful piece. 

LESSON 4:
“IF YOU AIM HIGHER THAN YOU EXPECT, YOU COULD REACH HIGHER THAN YOU DREAMED” – Richard Branson

A majority of public viewers indicated 

their expectations were met

 Yes

 No

90%

10%

“EVEN THOUGH IT WAS NOT THE SAME AS WATCHING IT 
LIVE, THE PERFORMANCE AND THE ENTIRE SET UP OF THE 
ONLINE CONCERT WERE REALLY GOOD.” Audience member

https://youtu.be/ZnJB6ptravc
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“I ENJOYED THE WIDE 
RANGE OF GENRE. BOTH 
HOSTS WERE ENGAGING. 
THE CONCERT IS FOR 
A GREAT CAUSE. BEING 
ONLINE MEANT MORE 
PEOPLE GOT TO ENJOY IT 
WORLDWIDE.”
Audience member

“I HAD NO EXPECTATIONS. I JUST WONDERED HOW IT 
WOULD BE POSSIBLE TO PUT THE SHOW TOGETHER. I WAS 
BLOWN AWAY!” Audience member

“I DIDN’T EXPECT WHAT I SAW BECAUSE 
I GOT MANY SURPRISES… MORE THAN 
MY EXPECTATIONS! EVEN THOUGH 
I HAD INSIGHT AS MY BAND HAD 
PERFORMED IN THE LIVE CONCERTS - 
IT WAS MORE AMAZING THAN I COULD 
HAVE IMAGINED.” Audience member
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The previous Live Sounds of Celebration Concert audience was limited to the local 
Gauteng community in South Africa. It was heartening to see that the Online Concert had 
our regular local following, as well as a following in South Africa from outside Gauteng 
Province and a following from overseas. Our audience was truly international.  All in all, 
25 countries from around the world watched the Online Sounds of Celebration Concert. 

LESSON 5:
“FANS ARE AWFULLY IMPORTANT” – Pete Rose  

ONLINE SOUNDS 

OF CELEBRATION 

VIII CONCERT
IISIMUNYEII IIWE ARE ONEII

viewership 

countries

AUSTRALIA

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

TAIWAN

AUSTRIA

FINLAND

SWITZERLAND

GERMANYHONDURAS

SOUTH KOREA

IRELAND

USA

UK

BOLIVIA

BRAZIL

NETHERLANDS CANADA

SINGAPORE

JAPAN

LATVIA

ITALY

ISRAEL

CZECHIA

FRANCE

INDIA

SOUTH AFRICA

“IT WAS INSPIRING 
TO SEE THE YOUTH 
ACROSS CONTINENTS 
PERFORM TOGETHER 
IN AN ‘OUT-OF-THE-
BOX’ COLLABORATIVE 
APPROACH.” Online 
audience member
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Public viewers 

Tickets were sold to the audience through Hero Ticket for ZAR 85 

| $6 | €5 | £4.70 (exchange rate dependent). 620 tickets were sold, 

and 127 complimentary tickets were given to Education Africa 

Marimba Hubs, artists, Education Africa junior staff, parents of 

performers, members of old age homes, and sponsors. Through the 

multiplier effect, based on the M&E survey carried out, we believe 

the Online Sounds of Celebration VIII concert had an estimated 

public viewership of 2 480 viewers.

While most of the viewers enjoyed the convenience of watching the 

concert in the comfort of their homes many expressed the regret of 

not being able to watch a live event as there is a magical tangible 

element at a live performance that cannot be captured on camera.

Marimba Hub viewers

Our Marimba Hub educators, performers and their families were given complimentary tickets to watch the 

Online Concert.  We were hoping that the educators at each of our 18 Marimba Hubs would be able to afford 

their marimba learners the opportunity of watching the concert.  In most instances this was not possible, 

mainly due to Covid-19 regulations and further reasons including connectivity issues, lack of large screens and 

lack of contact time with their learners. 

We, at Education Africa, were excited about the prospect of opening this concert to so many people outside of 

Gauteng, South Africa. We are particularly thrilled to have been able to share the rich cultural diversity of our 

people with a broad international audience.

 Adequate     Good     Excellent

30.4%

8.7%

60.9%

VIEWERS RATINGS OF THEIR OVERALL 
EXPERIENCE OF THE ONLINE CONCERT
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 Good
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 Excellent
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From a sampling of 70 respondents to our audience survey, we received the following feedback when asked 

what the highlight of the Concert was:

PUBLIC VIEWERS’ HIGHLIGHT WERE THE PERFORMANCES

 Presentation/Outlook

 Accessibility/Convenience

 Diversity and variety

 Performances and music selection

When asked about their experience of watching the Online Concert, most respondents replied that their 

experience had been positive.

MOST PUBLIC VIEWERS HAD A POSITIVE 
EXPERIENCE OF THE ONLINE CONCERT

54%

32%

2%

3%

“IT WAS THE PERFECT 
WAY TO PRESENT 
THE SOUNDS OF 
CELEBRATION CONCERT 
DURING COVID. IT’S A 
GOOD WAY OF STICKING 
TO THE SOCIAL 
DISTANCING RULES.” 
Audience member
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Accessibility to both the online booking platform and the Online Concert was seemingly easy for our audience 

as can be seen in the graphs below.

Several older audience members found booking online a challenge, but we were able to help them through 

Hero Ticket when they contacted Education Africa.

We also encountered resistance from many European countries who did not want to pay into a South African 

bank account as they were wary of the high rate of corruption in South Africa and were not sure if their 

payments would reach Education Africa.

Our Marimba Hub audiences experienced some connectivity issues.  Most of the Marimba Hub educators 

who connected on their tablets did not have enough data to enjoy the entire Online Concert.  28% of our 

Marimba Hub educators experienced connectivity problems. 

LESSON 6:
ACCESSIBILITY TO THE PLATFORM CAN BE MANAGED 

 Difficult

 Neutral

 Easy

 Very easy

2%

40% 37%

13%

MOST VIEWERS FOUND 
IT EASY TO OBTAIN 
INFORMATION IN THE 
CONCERT

 Very difficult

 Difficult

 Neutral

 Easy

 Very easy

MOST VIEWERS FOUND  
IT EASY TO PURCHASE 
TICKETS

4%

41% 30%

12%

2%
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When asked what devices were used to access the Online Concert, our Marimba Hub respondents replied  

as below:

It is encouraging to see that the majority of our Hub educators used their newly acquired tablets to access 

the Online Concert.

“I REALLY ENJOYED THE 
FACT THAT I DIDN’T NEED 
TO TRAVEL TO SEE THE 
PERFORMANCE. I COULD 
WATCH IN THE COMFORT 
OF MY OWN HOME WITH 
MY FAMILY.” 
Audience member

 Mobile phone

 Computer

 Laptop

 Tablet

 Did not watch the show

 Television

59.1%

18.2%

“WHILE I APPRECIATE THAT THE ONLINE CONCERT GAVE 
YOU A WIDER RANGE OF PERFORMERS, I DID MISS THE VIBE 
OF A LIVE PERFORMANCE.” Audience member
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Despite the COVID-19 pandemic and all the government-imposed lockdown restrictions 
in South Africa, we were able to teach new repertoire to three of our Marimba Hubs and 
involve them in several collaborations. Unfortunately, our deaf band from The Dominican 
School for Deaf Children in Hammanskraal was unable to take part in our recording due to 
strict Covid-19 restrictions from their school.  

We were, however, able to feature them in the Online Concert as we included the iconic video where they 

performed alongside the Goede Hoop Marimba Band and Ladysmith Black Mambazo singing their famous hit 

“Homeless”. Ladysmith Black Mambazo have 1 Emmy Award, 1 Academy Award nomination and 19 Grammy 

Award nominations and are 5 times Grammy Award winners.  

When a sample of performers were asked in a survey which their favourite pieces played in the Online Sounds 

of Celebration Concert were, the following results were recorded:

LESSON 7:
OUR MARIMBA HUBS LOVED THE EXPERIENCE 

FAVOURITE PIECES PLAYED

Hava
 N

agila
h

7

4
33

10

Jerusa
lema

Unity

4

Adon O
lan

Clic
k Song

Where is
 th

e...

Malaika

9

“I’VE NEVER BEEN IN 
AN ONLINE CONCERT 
BEFORE, AND TO BE ABLE 
TO WATCH IT AND SEE 
THE FINAL PIECE WAS 
AMAZING. THE WHOLE 
VIBE WAS AMAZING.” 
Hub performer

“I’M NOT A DEAF 
MUSICIAN. I AM A 
MUSICIAN WHO 
HAPPENS TO BE DEAF.” 
Dame Evelyn Glennie

https://youtu.be/3tz6Ivtnj18
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The performing children loved the fact that they were able to watch themselves perform. In a live 

performance this is not possible, so it was very exciting for the children, in particular. 

When asked if they found it exciting 

to perform in an online concert the 

following results were evident from our 

survey:

“THE BEST PART OF 
PLAYING IN AN ONLINE 
CONCERT IS THAT I CAN 
SEE MYSELF PERFORM 
AND I CAN REWATCH 
THE CONCERT.” 
Hub performer

 No

 Yes

91.5%
8.5%

“I LOVED THE 
PRODUCTION SIDE 
OF THINGS. IT WAS 
INTERESTING TO 
SEE THE WHOLE 
CREW AND THE 
CAMERAS AND 
THE PRODUCERS. 
IT WAS VERY 
PROFESSIONAL, 
AND IT WAS COOL 
TO GET INSIGHT ON 
HOW EVERYTHING 
WORKS BEHIND THE 
SCENES.” Hub performer
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Our Online Sounds of Celebration Committee did a great deal of self-
reflection after the concert. We  celebrated all the wonderful positive 
comments we received through our surveys that were sent out and we 
have taken heed of all the suggestions and feedback we received. Most 
importantly, when our audience was asked if they would watch the Online 
Concert in the future their response was an overwhelming YES by 94.8% 
of respondents. 

The M&Es revealed the following:

  An Online Concert is a very doable way of presenting a concert to a much larger, global 

audience. When our sampling audience was asked if their expectations were met they 

responded (a).

  The production of the Education Africa Online Sounds of Celebration Concert was of 

top quality. When  our sampling audience was asked if they would recommend the 

Online Concert in the future to other people they responded as follows (b).

  We need to ensure that energy levels of performers are up all the time, especially with 

our young marimba players so that their performances are “alive”.

  We need to look into introducing a 15-minute waiting room for the actual Online 

Concert,  to ensure that those online audiences who struggle to log in can still do so in 

time for the concert.

LESSON 8:
SELF-REFLECTION IS THE SCHOOL OF WISDOM  – Baltasar Gracian 

 No

 Yes 91.5%
9.8%

 No

 Yes

97.9% 2.1%

(b)

(a)
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  We need to look into having international ticket booking and hosting platforms as many potential international 

clients are skeptical about paying on South African platforms. 

  We need to create a better infrastructure for our Marimba Hubs to enable all the marimba learners the 

opportunity to watch the Online Concert . In this regard, Education Africa’s long-term recommendations are 

that the Education Africa Marimba Hubs be equipped with big screening platforms that would allow more 

learners and other people to come and watch the concert. Marimba Hub coordinators can innovate and 

introduce group viewing sessions on big screens in order to increase viewership in Marimba Hubs going 

forward. Where no Wi-Fi access is available, data should be provided to enable participants to watch the 

concert without network interruptions. 

  We need to have a sign language interpreter throughout the concert.

  We need to improve our marketing strategy by diversifying and ensuring a much wider communication of 

Education Africa’s work, values and principles.  Findings show that most viewers relied on Education Africa 

staff members  to obtain information about the concert. From our survey we found that the audience heard 

about the 2021 Online Concert in the following ways (c).

 Education Africa Newsletter

 Education Africa staff member

 Education Africa website

 Sydenham Shul

 Social Media

 Word of mouth

 Family member

 Other

11.6%

OTHER

(c) 

14.7%

11.6%

42.2%

“THE ONLINE 
CONCERT PRESENTS 
AN EASIER METHOD 
OF INTRODUCING 
INTERNATIONAL 
ARTISTS. ALSO, FOR US 
‘OLDIES’ NO STEPS TO 
CLIMB, NO PARKING 
TO BE HASSLED WITH 
AND THE SEATS ARE 
MORE COMFORTABLE!!! 
LIVE ALWAYS BETTER 
BUT ONLINE MORE 
CONVENIENT.”  
Audience member
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  Increased efforts should also be directed at finding innovative ways of engaging audiences online, especially 

the youth. 

  We need to find innovative ways to ensure that participating artists support our marketing campaigns. The 

concert features some Grammy award winners and well-known and prominent artists who have influence 

and could draw more audiences through their participation in marketing campaigns. 

  We need to look into outsourcing the assistance of media partners to help market the concert in the form of 

generating teasers and performance promos together with influential and known artists. 

  We need to leverage on the opportunity to reach more audiences online through showcasing videos and 

other material which can be produced from highlights from this first Online Concert, as this offers prospects 

for continuous engagement with all stakeholders including funders. 

“MAKE CERTAIN 
THAT THE LENGTH 
OF THE CONCERT IS 
COMFORTABLE - IF TOO 
LONG, PEOPLE MAY 
LEAVE AND WATCH 
SOMETHING ELSE! 
THIS PERFORMANCE 
WAS JUST THE RIGHT 
LENGTH - ONE SHOULD 
BE LEFT WITH THE 
FEELING OF MORE!!! 
MORE!!” 
Audience member
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Background to Education Africa’s Marimba Hubs training of educators 

Prior to COVID-19, Education Africa held annual 40-hour marimba courses for their marimba educators 

where they were taught how to play and how to teach marimbas to large groups of learners through a unique 

methodology developed by Joan Lithgow, Education Africa’s Marimba Specialist. This hands-on marimba 

course taught marimba educators from scratch, without any prior music knowledge, and we welcome 

anyone who has an interest in playing and teaching marimbas regardless of their educational or music 

background.  In the following chart produced by independent M&E consultants, you can see at a glance the 

profiles of our 35 marimba educators: 

chapteR 3:
VIRTUAL ONLINE TRAINING OF MARIMBA HUB EDUCATORS USING 
ICT PLATFORMS

Age group

 25-34

 35-44

 18-24

 45-54

 55-older

 Male

 Female

77.14%

22.96%
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Prior to lockdown Education Africa also conducted 3 upskilling hands-on 5-hour in-person workshops per 

year.  Our last in-person upskilling workshop was on 11 January 2020. The purpose of these workshops is to 

bring together our various marimba educators from the different Marimba Hubs, share their challenges and 

achievements with each other, keep them motivated and upskill them with new music.  

As a result of COVID-19 and the government-imposed lockdown on 27 March 2020, marimba educators 

could not teach marimba lessons at their respective Marimba Hubs. Education Africa very quickly realised 

that we needed to keep our marimba educators engaged and motivated during this time. The Education 

Africa highly skilled team developed innovative methodologies to provide virtual training using the WhatsApp 

platform. Our Marimba Specialist started engaging marimba educators through offering short daily tutorials 

on WhatsApp by sending music videos so that they could continue to learn new music pieces remotely using 

their dummy keyboards. Please use this link to view a WhatsApp lesson.

Music qualification

 Yes

 No

88.57%

11.43%

Highest level of education

 Matric

 Bachelor’s degree

 Honour’s degree

 Secondary schooling
57.14%22.86%

17.14%

2.86%

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31XLql0BPlg
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In October 2020, Education Africa was granted international donor funding to carry out a research project 

to see if ICT training could be used across three of our International Arts & Culture projects, including our 

marimba educators virtual online training programme. 

To enable this research the marimba educators were equipped with Samsung tablets supported with data 

to allow them to attend weekly ‘Google Meets’ classes, download training videos and to submit homework 

tasks. In addition, each of the marimba educators was equipped with a CASIO Keyboard to learn and 

practise the music concepts presented to them. The virtual online training required the marimba educators 

to attend a 40-minute online lesson class and take part in all activities offered once a week on days 

convenient to them for 7 months. Most of the activities offered were developed to improve the standard 

of marimba teaching and learning for both marimba educators and learners as well as keep our marimba 

educators motivated once in-person teaching could resume in the Marimba Hubs within the parameters of 

government-imposed Covid-19 regulations. 

Due to the pressures of work of the marimba educators and the delay in getting all the equipment from the 

suppliers, it was decided to start the virtual training once schools had started the new year.  

Additionally, 7 new marimba educators were recruited at the beginning of 2021 and as soon 

as it was safe to do so, Education Africa conducted a short 5-hour workshop with them as 

they had not received any prior marimba training before lockdown. In this way we ensured 

that everyone had at least some basic practical training and hands-on knowledge which 

we could build on when the virtual online lessons commenced on 2 February 2021. In total, 

Education Africa taught 30 unique online lessons to our 35 marimba educators during the 

seven-month research project. 

Teaching using the WhatsApp platform
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LESSON 1:
ADAPT TO THE NEEDS OF YOUR MARKET 

During the initial stages of lockdown, we discovered that while most 

of our marimba educators watched and engaged in the WhatsApp 

training sessions, 14 marimba educators did not / could not 

participate at all. Furthermore, those who did participate frequently 

encountered challenges. The feedback we received from them 

included the following:  

“My experience was a little bit difficult, sometimes I struggled 

with data and space in my phone.”

“I only downloaded the videos shared for later but never got 

to try them. They were not interactive. The marimbas were at 

school, and we were on lockdown so there were no instrument 

to practise on.”

“I did not have enough data.”

“I wasn’t on WhatsApp for some time.”

“I attended. However, I did not have the discipline to keep up 

with them.”

“I had a lack of data and resources.”

After we introduced virtual training with the aid of Samsung tablets and 

CASIO keyboards, 24 out of 25 respondents who participated in the 

survey indicated that this form of training was more enjoyable, stating 

that it was more interactive, engaging and it provided more content in 

the form of music videos and a range of activities which enhanced their 

knowledge. In contrast to the original feedback, marimba educators were 

now motivated and inspired, as can be seen by the following comments: 

“We are able to interact more with the teacher. The teacher is able 

to observe non-verbal communication from the learner to see if 

they understand the lesson better and is able to build them. The 

virtual training program boosts confidence, engagement and helps 

us to become active participants in the learning process rather 

than relying entirely on the teacher. It helped us to stay motivated.”

“Very interactive. There is a keyboard to work on. There are others 

to learn from and not just listening to one person.”

“More interactive; nice to see everybody and hear from others 

about the problems they may be experiencing and how to tackle 

them.”
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The virtual online training programme 

that was presented by Joan Lithgow, 

Education Africa’s Marimba Specialist 

and her marimba team to the marimba 

educators, is based on a unique pedagogy 

developed by her.  This pedagogy is based 

on holistic teaching through the medium 

of music and marimba playing allowing 

33 children to learn to play marimbas 

at the same time using the following 

which are supplied to Education Africa’s 

Marimba Hubs:

  3 combination marimbas 

accommodating 3 players per 

marimba

  1 bass marimba accommodating 2 

bass players

  22 dummy keyboards, and

  a djembe drum.

LESSON 2:
“ACCEPT THE FACT THAT LEARNING IS A LIFELONG PROCESS OF KEEPING ABREAST OF CHANGE” 
– Peter Drucker

Combination Marimba

Bass MarimbaDjembe drums

Dummy Keyboards
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The aims of the virtual online training were to:

“I LEARNT A LOT DURING 
THIS TRAINING AND 
TRULY ENJOYED IT.” 
Marimba educator

Ensure marimba educators use the issued CASIO keyboard as a learning tool to learn new music as well 
as to understand basic music theory concepts.

Ensure that marimba educators learn new music which they then could teach to their learners when they 

were back in their marimba classrooms. 

Keep marimba educators engaged and motivated during the various COVID-19 government regulated 

lockdown levels.

Ensure marimba educators continue to gain confidence in marimba playing and teaching.

Integrate the learning experience with the new tools of the trade: the CASIO keyboard and the Samsung 

tablet (supported by data).

To further showcase a positive overall experience of the virtual training, the 
following aspects thereof were analysed, and results are: 

All marimba educators (35) felt they were treated with respect throughout the training.

25 marimba educators (71%) did not experience challenges at any point of the training.

33 marimba educators (97%) reported that the music coordinator was effective in teaching music to 

their level of understanding.

34 marimba educators (97%) received adequate information on all aspects of the training.

 “GREAT WAY TO 
DEVELOP ONE’S SELF-
ESTEEM DURING THESE 
COVID TIMES.”
Marimba educator
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Pedagogy is a term that refers to the method of how educators teach, both in theory and in practice. It is 

formed by an educator’s teaching beliefs and concerns the interplay between culture and different ways to 

learn. Integral to the pedagogy with the new tools of the trade are the following aspects:

LESSON 3:
TO ACHIEVE OPTIMAL OUTCOMES ONE NEEDS THE RIGHT TOOLS OF THE TRADE

main pILLARS OF 

PEDAGOGY FOR  

VIRTUAL MARIMBA  

TRAINING  

PROGRAMME

A-Z TEACHING CONCEPTS USE OF CASIO KEYBOARDSUSE OF SAMSUNG TABLET

MUSIC READING AND 
THEORY CONCEPTS BRAIN FUN

INTERACTION 
WITH MEMORY 

JOGGERS
USE OF DUMMY 

KEYBOARDS
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A-Z TEACHING CONCEPTS

  Concepts such as accountability, team building, good manners, honesty, listening skills 

etc are all taught through the teaching of large groups of learners to play marimbas 

in a classroom. The A-Z methodology also includes the use of specifically designed 

teaching aids, such as dummy keyboards, Memory Joggers and fun music cues like 

“bunny ears” to get the attention of the learners.

  BRAIN FUN

The marimba educator training incorporates various 

exercises adapted from the Brain Gym® concept 

which consists of simple movements that are believed 

to enhance academic and behavioural performance.  

This is done by activating both hemispheres of the 

brain through neurological repatterning to promote 

whole brain learning. Brain Fun is an adapted concept 

for marimba lessons used to enhance and expedite 

marimba learning. 

  INTERACTION WITH MEMORY JOGGERS

A Memory Jogger (conceptualised and designed by Joan Lithgow, our Marimba 

Specialist) is a graphic notation of a piece of music which allows a person, who is not a 

musician, to read and interpret simple music scores. It relies on the person knowing the 

basic layout of a marimba and then learning a variety of rhythmic vocabulary. Rhythmic 

vocabulary refers to word patterns used to hook various common rhythms on and are 

said/chanted to enable learners to remember those rhythms. Marimba educators are 

required to learn how to interpret the Memory Joggers. Memory Joggers may also 

be used by learners to literally ‘jog’ their memory when they need to revisit a piece of 

music they have not played in a while.

  CELEBRATE
MEMORY JOGGER

JOAN LITHGOW
1 2

A A
G G G G G G G G G G

M1 F F
Ce le brate let's ce le brate! Ce le brate let's ce le brate!

3
G G G

F
M1 E E

D D
C

Ce le brate the dawn of  (clap) this new day!
M1 (1, 2, 1, 3) X 2

1 2 3 4
A

G G G
F

M2 E E
D

Ha ha le lu ja ha ha le lu ya ha ha le lu ja ha ha le lu
M2 1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1

1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 3, 4

1 2 3 4
C C C C

B B

M3
F F

E E E
D D

We are run ning we are run ning we are run ning now!
M3 (1) X 2, (2) X 2, (1) X 2, (3) X 2, (1) X 2, (2) X 2, (3) X 2, (1) X 2

(1) X 2, (2) X 2, (1) X 2, (3) X 2, (1) X 2, (2) X 2, (3) X 2,  1,  4

1 2 3
G G G

F F F
BM

C C C
Syn co pate syn co pate syn co pate

BM (1, 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1) X 2

11
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  USE OF DUMMY KEYBOARDS IN THE MARIMBA CLASSROOM

Dummy keyboards are two-octave laminated cardboard 

keyboards. All our Marimba Hubs are equipped with sufficient 

marimbas to accommodate 11 players as well as 22 learners on 

dummy keyboards. We are thus able to teach 33 learners at the 

same time using a highly organized fun rotation method whereby 

3 groups of learners rotate every 3 to 5 minutes between playing 

on the marimba and playing on the dummy keyboards. In addition, 

each marimba educator has their own dummy keyboard to work on 

at home.  
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In addition to all of the above, the virtual online training also provided our marimba educators with two 

additional “tools of the trade” to enable them to effectively learn new music and music concepts as well as 

easily access the training: 

1. INTERACTION ON THE CASIO KEYBOARD

a. Music reading and theory concepts

Learning to read basic music notation and understanding the basic music elements: rhythm, melody, harmony, 

dynamics and form are all part of the pedagogy. The CASIO keyboard was used in most lessons during the 

virtual online training to learn, understand and demonstrate these concepts as well as how to read basic 

music notation. 

b. Use of the CASIO keyboard as a substitute for a marimba or dummy keyboard

The CASIO keyboard was used by the marimba educators as a substitute for the dummy keyboards that they 

used in the WhatsApp training sessions. The electronic keyboard enables the marimba educators to hear the 

pitch of the notes they are playing, making a huge difference to their understanding of music concepts when 

they were physically away from a marimba. During the virtual online training, marimba educators played on 

their CASIO keyboards in most lessons to learn new music and learn music theory concepts.  

It was encouraging to see that the CASIO keyboards were used by the majority of the marimba educators for 

personal use as well.  Many started exploring new music by working out melodies and harmonies from songs 

they heard. 

2. INTERACTION WITH THE SAMSUNG TABLET AND SUPPORTING DATA

The Samsung tablets were used as a means of communicating with the 35 marimba educators on a weekly 

basis as well as connecting with them online to attend the weekly virtual training. In addition to notifying them 

of the links to the virtual online lessons on ‘Google Meets’ all the learning materials were sent to their tablets as 

well as their weekly homework tasks.  Some of these tasks were ‘written’ tasks and some were practical tasks 

e.g. the marimba educators would need to record themselves playing the parts of the song that they learnt

“I CAN STORE THE 
VIDEOS OF THE PARTS 
OF THE SONGS I HAVE 
PLANNED TO TEACH 
[ON THE TABLET]. I CAN 
ALSO STORE MEMORY 
JOGGERS AS PDFs 
OF THE SONGS I’M 
INTENDING TO TEACH.” 
Marimba educator
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in the weekly lesson on their CASIO keyboard.  These tasks would then be 

marked by the marimba assistants and feedback would be given via the 

Samsung tablets. The supporting data enabled the marimba educators to 

be constantly in contact with the Education Africa marimba team as well 

as attend the virtual online classes and submit the various tasks required 

of them. 

When the marimba educators began regular in-person teaching to their 

marimba learners, they started using their tablets to keep up to date with 

all the administration work and record-keeping required by Education Africa. 

These tablets have now become one of their permanent ’tools of the trade‘.   

Having a tablet enabled 34 of the 35 marimba educators to complete the 

online training, attending over 95% of the lessons.  We can confidently deduce 

that one of the main reasons was that they had sufficient data to attend 

the virtual online lessons and to complete their homework tasks. The other 

reason was that they had a tablet that enabled them to connect to the virtual 

online lessons from anywhere.  A few of our marimba educators do not have 

computers nor are they computer literate. This virtual online training enabled 

them to continue with their marimba education and at the same time they 

learnt ICT skills. Additionally, it enabled them to build their self-esteem and 

greatly enhance their self-worth.
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We are delighted that all our pre-planning of the virtual online training programme resulted 
in very positive results which were verified by independent M&E consultants. 

Our marimba team emphasised that one of the main purposes of the virtual online training was to ensure that 

marimba educators were kept motivated and engaged. We felt that the WhatsApp training initially carried out 

was not as effective as we had hoped. However, when asked, the vast majority of our marimba educators said 

that they felt engaged during the virtual online training.  

An important outcome linked to the virtual online training and the knowledge transfer is that when our Marimba 

Hubs opened for in-person teaching, we didn’t see the expected decrease in learner numbers or even the 

expectation that some of the Hubs would have been decimated. Instead, we saw more learners joining our 

Marimba Hub programme. This increased project interest and growth in learner participation at the Marimba 

Hubs suggests that the marimba educators’ motivation had increased and as a result they were recruiting 

more learners into their respective Marimba Hubs. While these attendance numbers are encouraging, 

Covid-19 government regulations has resulted in unpredictable school timetables that change regularly, and 

an unfortunate consequence of this is that not all the learners are able to attend classes every week. The table 

alongside shows the consistent growth in learner participation since teaching resumed at the Marimba Hubs 

at the beginning of the 2021 academic calendar.

The introduction of new music to the 35 marimba educators was another main objective of the virtual online 

training. We introduced 6 new pieces of varying styles and taught each piece over a period of 3 to 4 weeks to 

ensure that each of the marimba educators was able to play all the parts correctly on their CASIO keyboards 

and that they could teach the parts effectively using one of the following main methods of the pedagogy:

LESSON 4:
“IT IS SOUND PLANNING THAT INVARIABLY EARNS US THE OUTCOME WE WANT” - Herodotus

GROWTH IN LEARNER 
PARTICIPATION

0

 2019

 2021 1st Term

 2022 2nd Term

200

800

400

1 000

600

1 200

855

1 089
1 175
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  Teach by rote:  teaching each part in “bite-sized pieces” and teaching all parts to everyone in the marimba 

group.

Some of these pieces were specifically taught so that the Marimba Hubs could take part in various 

categories in our 2021 Virtual Festival. For instance, ‘Plea for Africa’ is the music for the massed item. 

Additionally, Johannes Brahms was selected as the classical composer of the year for the 2021 Virtual 

Festival so we taught “Gaudeamus Igitur” and “Brahms Lullaby” so that our marimba educators could be 

creative in incorporating these pieces in a medley.

VIRTUAL  

MARIMBA  

TRAINING  

PROGRAMME  

REPERTOIRE  

LEARNTSIZINYONI

CELEBRATE

PLEA FOR AFRICA

BRAHMS LULLABY

GAUDEAMUS IGITUR

JERUSALEMA

“I MAKE USE OF THE 
TABLET DURING 
MARIMBA TEACHING. IT 
HAS BECOME A PLACE 
WHERE I STORE MY 
MUSIC DOCUMENTS, 
NOTES AND MUSIC SO I 
CAN ALWAYS REFER TO 
IT.” Marimba educator

“MUSIC IS THE LANGUAGE OF THE SPIRIT. IT OPENS THE 
SECRET OF LIFE BRINGING PEACE, ABOLISHING STRIFE.” 
Kahlil Gibran
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  Memory Joggers: understanding how these work and how to read and play from the Memory Joggers is an 

extremely important aspect of the pedagogy as this allows all our marimba educators (the majority of who 

are unable to read music scores with complicated rhythmic structures) the ability to ‘read’ the score. Most 

of our marimba educators found interaction with Memory Joggers an extremely useful and fun activity. 

Please refer to the before and after results below:

1. Do you understand fully  
how a Memory Jogger  
works?

 Yes

 No

2.94%

97.06%

3. Are you able to 
read a Memory 
Jogger after the 
virtual online  
training?

 Yes

 No
100%

2. Were you able to read a  
Memory Jogger 
before training?

 Yes

 No 35.29%

64.71%

4. How useful was interaction with Memory Joggers?

0 10 205 15 25

 Extremely

 Very

 Moderately

26

7

1
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Having ensured that all our marimba educators can read the 

Memory Joggers, they have over 80 pieces that they can choose 

from to teach to their Hub participants. 60 of these pieces are in 

the books authored by Joan Lithgow, Education Africa’s Marimba 

Specialist. The books are supplied to all our Marimba Hubs and a 

further 20 are available on our virtual library. 

  The CASIO keyboard:  a learning tool to learn new music as well as 

understand basic music theory concepts has been an extremely 

useful additional tool to our virtual online training programme.  

Survey findings show that our marimba educators acknowledged 

the usefulness of the CASIO keyboard in understanding basic 

music theory: 

In addition, findings showed that there was a great improvement in the marimba educators’ ability to read 

basic music notation as a result of the virtual online training and the use of the CASIO keyboard.

94% of our marimba educators indicated they would make continued use of the CASIO keyboard as part 

of their teaching resources.

  Samsung tablets supported by data: We are delighted to report that the Samsung tablets supported by 

data enabled the marimba educators to attend the virtual training. We believe that without these tablets, our 

virtual training would not have been possible. Most of the marimba educators found the Samsung tablet to 

be extremely useful.

Did you find the CASIO 
keyboard useful in  
understanding basic  
music theory?

 Yes

 No

2.94%

97.06%
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It was wonderful to see that our marimba educators gained 

confidence in marimba playing and teaching as a result of 

the virtual online training.  Marimba educator perspectives 

were compared at baseline (before the training) and at the 

end of the training. There was a 187% increase (from 8 to 

23) in the number of marimba educators who reported being 

completely confident at the end of the virtual online training. 

This reflects the positive impact this virtual online training 

had on our marimba educators.

We found that all this acquired knowledge has translated 

into more energised, inspired and informed teaching in our 

18 Marimba Hubs.

“I’VE USED SEVERAL THINGS 
I LEARNT FROM THE 
VIRTUAL TRAINING FOR THE 
CLASSROOM SITUATION.  
I’VE USED THE BRAIN FUN 
CONCEPT AND THE HOLISTIC 
TEACHING APPROACH WHEN 
TEACHING. I ALSO ALWAYS 
MAKE USE OF THE RULE OF 
DISCIPLINE BEFORE FUN.” 
Marimba educator

How confident are you in playing Marimba?

 Before training 
 After training

0

10

20

5

15

0
2

Ability to read basic music theory

Not confident 
at all

12

9

Fairly confident

1

5

Slightly 
confident

Completely 
confident

23

8

Somewhat 
confident

8

2

To see how an online lesson is followed up and translates into music being 

performed by the learners, please watch the following short videos in sequence:

 1.  Online lesson

2.  Marimba educators practicing after the virtual lesson

3.  Marimba educator introducing Brain Fun to her class

4.  Marimba educator teaching a class what she learnt in the virtual lesson

5.  Plea for Africa

https://youtu.be/zWahMCE4Zzk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dp8qzh-1zws
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQ3HeVOLjSw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tB7BK9dOJS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zrX2fvQNicA
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Through valuable feedback from our marimba educators, we learnt the following:

  That consistent motivation of our marimba educators has resulted in a 27% 

attendance increase across all our 18 Marimba Hubs. 

  91% believe the virtual online training gave them skills they could use to improve 

their chances of being employable in future.

  They valued that they would receive a completion certificate that would show 

evidence that they participated in the virtual online training programme. 

  97% felt that the music coordinator was effective in teaching music to their level 

of understanding. 

  71% did not experience challenges at any point of the virtual online training.

  100% of the marimba educators felt they were treated with respect throughout the virtual online training.

  97% received adequate information on all aspects of the virtual online training.

  97% said they would recommend the virtual online training programme.

  All our diverse marimba educators at Education Africa’s 18 Marimba Hubs were negatively affected by the 

lockdown due to their inability to practise, play and teach marimbas, regardless of age, gender or the length 

of time they had been teaching. 

LESSON 5:
 “FEEDBACK IS A GIFT. IDEAS ARE THE CURRENCY OF OUR NEXT SUCCESS. LET PEOPLE SEE YOU 
VALUE BOTH FEEDBACK AND IDEAS.” - Jim Trinka & Les Wallace

 

Presented To 

Recipient name 
Virtual Online Marimba Educator Training Course 

February 2021 – August 2021 

  Facilitator: Joan Lithgow 

Co-Facilitators: Khabonina Motaung and Puseletso Ramashoai  
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  Most had a positive experience of the virtual online training. 

  Whereas some had initially been introduced to virtual training through WhatsApp tutorials, the virtual online 

programme was mostly preferred as it provided a platform for improved engaging and interactive learning. 

  All the marimba educators acknowledged that using the Samsung tablets (supported with data) and CASIO 

keyboards were beneficial for their learning and would continue to use these new ‘tools of the trade’ going 

forward. 

  The majority of the marimba educators felt that they learnt sufficient new music.

  All 35 marimba educators could now read and interpret Memory Joggers.

  Most of the marimba educators found Brain Fun to be useful in their teaching.

  At the end of the virtual online training, most of the marimba educators felt that their ability to read music 

and understand basic music notation had improved significantly.

  At the end of the virtual online training there was a 187% increase of marimba educators reporting improved 

confidence in marimba playing. 

  While loadshedding affected many of our marimba educators over the 30-week period, we were able to 

mitigate the effect by offering 4 different days and times per week (120 time slots over 7 months) for our 

marimba educators to attend the lessons. Our marimba educators could also book private lesson times 

when they were unsure of content or had missed lessons due to circumstances beyond their control.  

  Many of our marimba educators felt that they have improved their chances of getting employed in Arts and 

Culture industries with the skills they had gained from the virtual online training. As most of the marimba 

educators are young adults, these findings suggest that they may be looking at opportunities for professional 

growth.

“MUSIC CAN CHANGE 
THE WORLD BECAUSE IT 
CAN CHANGE PEOPLE.”
Bono

“MUSIC IS THE GREAT 
UNITER. AN INCREDIBLE 
FORCE. SOMETHING 
THAT PEOPLE WHO 
DIFFER ON EVERYTHING 
AND ANYTHING CAN 
HAVE IN COMMON.”
Sarah Dessen
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We have also learnt that: 

Education Africa needs to take steps to ensure the sustainability and 

continuity of the Marimba Hubs program. The below considerations will 

ensure Education Africa is positioned to continue to provide access to the 

program in relevant and accessible ways: 

  ICT Training. The use of ICT platforms and Education Africa’s traditional 

training format can offer two significant advantages:

1. Time flexibility:  Virtual classes can be recorded and made available for a 

marimba educator to attend in a time that suits them. The idea behind this 

is to help mitigate the effects of external contingencies like loadshedding 

and COVID on the training programmes.

2. Upskilling of marimba educators:  The continued habituation and use of 

ICT platforms will broaden the skills of marimba educators as well as the 

overall potential reach of Education Africa’s programme. A monthly pilot session of 40-minute lessons 

would be an ideal way to test this approach. 

However, the provision of subsidised data packages to marimba educators would need to be considered. Lack 

of access to data is a real impediment to many marimba educators’ participation in virtual trainings.

  Marimba Educator Accreditation: This requires some development but is something worth bearing in mind 

given its likelihood to bolster the commitment and passion of educators within the programme. Moreover, 

accreditation may generate further employment possibilities which would contribute to the continuity of the 

Marimba programme. 
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chapteR 4: REFLECTION
The independent M&E consulting firm has confirmed that through these 3 projects: 

1. The Education Africa Virtual International Marimba & Steelpan Festival

2. The Education Africa Online Sounds of Celebration Concert 

3. The Education Africa Virtual Online Training of Marimba Hub Educators using ICT platforms

We are living up to our motto: “Making real change Happen” by providing “Poverty alleviation through Education”.

We have succeeded in motivating our marimba educators and this has ensured that our Marimba Hubs 
continue to attract learners in spite of the disruptions caused by government-imposed COVID regulations.

We now have the expertise to host world class virtual events and productions.

We can teach marimba educators successfully and remotely through ICT platforms provided that the marimba 

educators have sufficient data, a tablet and a portable keyboard (such as the CASIO keyboard we used).

We are making good on our commitment to “Educate • Equip • Empower” our beneficiaries.

We are making a global impact on young marimba and steelpan players. The number of participants for the 

2021 Education Africa Virtual International Marimba & Steelpan Festival has more than doubled from last year. 

Our teaching methodologies are effective and well received by the marimba educators.

We are facilitating social cohesion globally through both our Virtual Festival as well as our Online Sounds of Celebration 
Concert, which saw Jewish, Christian, Muslim and other cultures come together and perform on a global stage. 

We can provide marimba and steelpan players from throughout the world with a platform to compete on a virtual international stage.
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LESSONS LEARNED
Nelson Mandela famously said “I never lose. I either win or learn”. We have learned so 
many valuable lessons during the COVID pandemic – not least of which the fact that we 
are resilient; that we are adaptable; that we are innovative; and that we are unwavering 
in our commitment to improve the lives of disadvantaged communities in South Africa 
through our portfolio of educational projects. No pandemic is going to stand in our way! 

Specifically, we will take heed of the following lessons learned and utilize this knowledge to grow and develop 

our projects further.

For our Education Africa Virtual International Marimba & Steelpan Festival:

We need to motivate our Marimba Hub coordinators to be proactive and introduce group viewing 
sessions in the Marimba Hubs in order to increase viewership of future Virtual Festivals. For many 
disadvantaged families in South Africa, this will be the only way that they can view the event and see 
their children/friends perform on a global stage. Education Africa will need to seek sponsorships to 
cover the costs of data and big screens in order to make this happen.

We need to add engaging content rather than repeating the introductory 

material in each episode of the Virtual Festival.

We need to communicate more clearly where the participants can find details on our website 

regarding the adjudication process so that they feel more informed in this matter. 

1
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For our Online Sounds of Celebration Concert:

For our Virtual Online Training of our Marimba Hub Educators: 

We need to consider having a 15-minute waiting room for our Premiere viewing 
to allow time for people to connect globally.

We need to investigate outsourcing the assistance of media partners to help market the concert.

We need to investigate the possibility of having international 

booking and hosting platforms as many potential international 

clients are skeptical about paying on South African platforms.

 We need to look at ways to equip our Marimba 
Hubs with big screening platforms that would 
allow more learners and other people to come and 
watch the Virtual Festival Episodes and the Online 
Sounds of Celebration Concert. 

We need to diversify our marketing strategies to reach a much wider global audience. 

We need to find innovative ways to ensure that participating artists support our marketing campaigns. 

The concert features some Grammy Award winners and well-known prominent artists who are 

influencers and could draw more audiences through their participation in marketing campaigns.

We need to be looking at securing official accreditation to ensure sustainability and continuity of 

the marimba programme.  Accreditation would likely motivate marimba educators to commit to the 

training and the programme by increasing their employability.

We have learned that music can be taught effectively wherever one is situated if one has a tablet with 

a big enough screen, good memory and access to Wi-Fi and/or data. The CASIO Keyboard is a good 

learning tool to strengthen marimba teaching for our marimba educators.

 We need to consider building the continued training and upskilling of marimba educators through 
ICT platforms and hybrid forms as most marimba educators acknowledge the positive interaction 
and engagement of the training. As a start, this could be implemented on ICT platforms once a 
month in 40-minute lessons. 

We need to consider getting annual subsidised data packages where Wi-Fi is not easily available to 

facilitate the participation of all our marimba educators who would otherwise be unable to participate 

in further Online Training.

It is extremely difficult to teach music over 

WhatsApp. The smart phone screens are not 

big enough to be user friendly, and basic smart 

phones do not have enough memory to be fully 

effective.  

Supplementary training for marimba 
educators utilising ICT platforms will be key 
for Education Africa to build a sustainable 
blended distance marimba teaching model 
that will enable it to scale its marimba 
programme across South Africa and Sub-
Saharan Africa.  
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“Celebrate what you have accomplished, but raise the bar a little higher each time you 
succeed” – Mia Hamm

We are grateful that during the pandemic, we have been able to celebrate a number of successes.

CELEBRATION TIME

Our First Education Africa Virtual International Marimba & Steelpan Festival took place in 

December 2020 and featured 677 participants from 48 institutions. Seven countries were 

represented in 141 unique performances.  The virtual online platform allowed us to introduce 

a broader range of categories for entries than what is logistically practical during a two-day Live 

Festival. Additionally, the virtual platform allowed for entries from all over the world, which would not 

be logistically possible or financially viable for many competitors at a Live Festival.

1

There was a 187% increase in the number of marimba educators who reported being 

completely confident in teaching marimbas at the end of the Virtual Training resulting in 

more energized, inspired and informed teaching.
4

The First Virtual Online Training of our Marimba Hub educators took place in 2021. The 

Education Africa marimba team presented 120 Virtual Lessons to 35 marimba educators 

over a period of 7 months. 34 out of 35 marimba educators completed the course with the 

minimum of 85% attendance rate. 

3

Our Online Sounds of Celebration Concert 

2021 featured 220 performers including 

4 of our Education Africa Marimba Hubs, 

2 Grammy Award winners, the cream of the 

crop of South African youth as well as several 

internationally acclaimed performers and 

musicians from around the world. Eight countries 

participated in 18 concert items presenting music 

on marimbas, steelpans, guitars and drums and a 

host of other instruments including a flute, an oud, 

and a violin. Dancing, poetry and  rapping were 

also featured and our top class production was 

hosted by  two diverse presenters: one from South 

Africa and one from the UAE. An estimated 2 480 

viewers from 25 countries watched the online 

concert which was presented over a period of 7 

days as on-demand viewing. 

5

The attendance figures at our Marimba 

Hubs has increased by 25% which can 

mostly be attributed to the enthusiasm 

and confidence in teaching marimbas by all our 

marimba educators. 

6

Our Second Education Africa Virtual International Marimba &Steelpan Festival is scheduled 
to take place from 13 to 21 November this year, with 11 episodes and an introductory episode 

scheduled to be flighted on both Facebook and YouTube.  In total, 1615 participants from 82 
institutions will be participating, representing 11 countries in 256 unique performances. 

2



“Gratitude is the music of the heart, when its chords are swept by the breeze of kindness.” 
- anon

We are grateful for the following:

THANK YOU, NGIYABONGA,  
TO EVERYONE WHO HAS BEEN PART  

OF THIS JOURNEY. 

GRATITUDE TIME

All the support we have received 

from service providers who have 

given us discounted prices.
1

All the sponsors who wish to remain 

anonymous who have enabled us to continue 

working throughout the pandemic.

7All the marimba educators who attended the Virtual Online 

Training and who teach marimbas for the love of it and not for 

any financial reward.
6

All the artistes and performers globally 

who performed in the Online Sounds of 

Celebration Concert.
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All those who donated their time and 
expertise to ensure our events were 

the best they could be.
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All the music educators around the world who made the Education Africa Virtual International 

Marimba & Steelpan Festival as well as the Online Sounds of Celebration Concert a reality by 

preparing their students for their performances.
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All the participants in the Education 
Africa Virtual International Marimba 

& Steelpan Festival.
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For additional information,  
please contact: 

James Urdang, CEO & Founder
james@educationafrica.org

Joan Lithgow, Education Africa 
Marimba Specialist
joan@educationafrica.orgwww.educationafrica.org

james@educationafrica.org
http://www.educationafrica.org



